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The principal of sustainability has particular relevance with regard to bed and banks of gravel bed rivers. 
River channels within a floodplain are of a self formed size through the erosion/deposition process of 
their own alluvium. Gravel or sand alluvium  is of commercial value and Councils receive requests to 
allow gravel extraction. How much should be allowed? And to what degree should the rate of  gravel 
supply into the river reach be a factor in making this decision.? i.e. how sustainable should allocation 
amounts be with respect to gravel replenishment.  

Most Marlborough rivers for which there is demand for gravel extraction are aggrading – though in some 
cases it is a slow process.  The flood capacity of these river channels on their flood plains is less than 
desirable and there is a flood hazard to the surrounding floodplain land. 

It is therefore desirable to allow gravel extraction to reduce current (natural) bed levels. In Marlborough 
this extraction is allowed to occur at a greater rate than the rate of gravel supply into the various river 
reaches. i.e Short term rates of permitted gravel extraction are allowed at a greater rate than is sustainable 
in the long term.  

It is recognised that over extraction can have a detrimental effect on river values. E.g too much gravel 
extraction can diminish the stability of the river banks and perhaps effect groundwater recharge. The 
greater the amount of extraction the greater the potential impact.  The impact will also differ from river to 
river. There are limits as to how much gravel extraction should be allowed. 

For most Marlborough floodplain rivers Council allows gravel extraction to reduce the average river bed 
level by approximately 1 metre below a previously recorded stable river bed levels. Gravel extraction 
rates are progressively reduced and then stopped from specific river sites as the level of 1 metre below 
historic bed levels is reached.  

If and when river resurveys show that the river site is aggrading again, then gravel extraction is permitted 
again. Riverbed aggradation is not a constant rate but in pulses linked to upper catchment erosion rates 
and flood activity. 

In summary; Marlborough allows initial gravel extraction at river bed sites to be at a rate that exceeds 
the long term sustainability, but this is subsequently reduced to the sustainable rate when the riverbed 
level lowers to a level of approximately 1 metre below historic bed levels. 
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